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On Darya Dugina's death 

Darya was an ambitious young woman. She leveraged her
father's *international* brand to build herself a network in
Russia. She was indeed smarter than an average golden kid
and viewed herself as a potential national leader

In the last months she would not shut up about bad Russian military performance. She

constantly criticised Shoygu (privately) and insisted that if *she* was a minister of defence,

it'd be alright. For some reason, she was trying to pitch herself a a minister of defense, Idk

why
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Becoming a minister of defence was a new topic that emerged only recently. Previously to

that, she was obsessed with Le Pen. She constantly talked about how great, amazing and

misunderstood Marine Le Pen is, boasted how well she knew her and clearly viewed Le Pen

as a role model

What was interesting about Darya was an extreme contrast between her public and her

private discourse. Publicly, she largely followed her father's footsteps. Publicly she

complained about too gentle mode of war in Ukraine and called for the tougher measure

against "nonhumans"
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On public Darya was fiery and uncompromising. Privately though she was the opposite of

that, a sort of chameleon. She'd figure out what her interlocutors think and present herself as

their thinker. If a (useful) interlocutor was against the war, than she was against the war too

On public she was a hawk, calling for escalation, tribunals in every Ukrainian city, lynching

Azovstal defenders, etc. Privately though, she would mock the entire DPR/LPR project,

Russian irredentism, etc. if she felt that would help her to win her interlocutor's sympathy
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Audience largely perceived her as dad's attribute. Publicly she played by the rules and

leveraged it. Privately though, she hated that. She wanted to be seen as a political figure in

her own right. That's why she took "Platonova" nickname and tried to brand herself as such
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Whenever Darya felt it could win her a sympathy, she mocked and criticised her dad's insane

and ridiculous agenda. She would also argue that most of her social circle (other Russian

golden kids) share this feeling. Most feel only contempt towards their fathers

Psychologically this may be understandable. Imagine yourself as a golden kid. On the one

hand, you owe your dad everything and you would be a total zero without his resources. On

the other hand, you want to be seen as great and amazing in your own right, not a dad's

attribute
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In search of glory and self-affirmation, you'd rather distance yourself from dad. But the more

you do that, the more of zero you become. The world doesn't give a damn about you as an

individual. For them you are and will always be the Daughter of Dugin 

Of course you'll hate him

Didn't you find it funny that the media are describing this 30 year old woman as a child or a

kid? On the one hand, it sounds kinda absurd. On the other hand, it is very, very true. Darya

never could brand herself to the outer world as an independent person. Only as Dugin's child

Many describe Darya as "innocent". But she was the opposite of that. I don't rejoice at the

death of conscripts or rural idiots lured into the army by high wages. But a golden kid who

leveraged war and genocide to boost her career, that's as close as you can get to unmixed evil

The end
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